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Abstract

This article describes the FazGame platform,001
which is a tool developed to assist students’002
learning process of Brazilian Portuguese as a003
native language through the creation of narra-004
tive and interactive games. The textual con-005
tent of students’ games, such as dialogues be-006
tween characters and game messages, is evalu-007
ated by an Artificial Intelligence based module008
that uses Natural Language Processing tech-009
niques, language models, and classifiers to iden-010
tify problems such as misspelled words, lack011
of punctuation and word capitalization, verbal012
and nominal agreement errors, and cohesion013
and coherence problems. Based on this anal-014
ysis, pedagogical interventions are displayed015
to assist students in the process of improving016
writing skills. In addition, reports are provided017
to help teachers monitor students’ progress and018
also to highlight the main difficulties of a given019
student or class.020

1 Introduction021

Students in elementary school may face several022

challenges in the learning process of Brazilian Por-023

tuguese (BP) as their native language. These dif-024

ficulties can stem from a combination of factors,025

including the complexity of the language, individ-026

ual learning styles, and the teaching methods em-027

ployed. Among some common challenges, we can028

cite:029

1. Spelling and grammar: Spelling and gram-030

matical errors are common during the lan-031

guage learning process, particularly when stu-032

dents need to learn specific rules. For example,033

the use of verb conjugations, punctuation, cap-034

italization and accentuation rules, and other035

grammatical aspects such as agreement can036

pose a challenge. Also, students may know037

the words but not know how to write them038

correctly according to the grammar. It can039

be common, for example, when it comes to040

terms that have a phonetic pattern with the 041

same pronunciation but are written differently. 042

One example of this occurs with the following 043

terms in BP: voce, voçe, vossê, você. Even 044

though they sound the same, the last case is 045

the only one that corresponds to the correct 046

word, which denotes the pronoun you in En- 047

glish. 048

2. Cohesion and Coherence: Expressing 049

thoughts clearly and coherently in writing can 050

be challenging, especially in long texts. Stu- 051

dents may face difficulties in organizing ideas, 052

constructing sentences and paragraphs, and 053

developing a cohesive and coherent narrative. 054

3. Reading Comprehension: Limited vocabu- 055

lary can be a barrier to comprehension. Stu- 056

dents may struggle to understand the mean- 057

ings of new words, affecting their focus and 058

their ability to interpret texts. 059

4. Lack of Motivation: Motivation and inter- 060

est play a crucial role in learning. Disinter- 061

ested classes may not fully engage students in 062

BP classes, impacting their understanding and 063

performance. 064

In this context, the FazGame platform1 is an 065

educational game-based platform that is being de- 066

veloped to tackle the aforementioned issues. It uses 067

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques 068

and Artificial Intelligence (AI) to automatically 069

detect writing problems in the textual content of 070

narrative games created by students. After identi- 071

fying those problems, the AI module exhibits a set 072

of pedagogical interventions to help the students 073

correct the textual errors or inconsistencies. The 074

results of the AI-based analysis are also stored in a 075

database system in order to persist information and 076

provide reports about the student’s learning process, 077

such as the most common category of errors in dif- 078

ferent periods of time. Such reports aim to help the 079

1https://www.fazgame.com.br
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teachers have a vision of the class’s problems with080

regard to learning textual production, and allow081

them to deal with the main difficulties in an inter-082

active and personalized way, optimizing students’083

time and learning. Throughout the entire develop-084

ment process, we count on the collaboration of a085

pedagogical team that plays a crucial role in vali-086

dating the techniques used and the data provided087

through interactions with students and teachers on088

the platform.089

2 FazGame platform090

On the FazGame platform, students learn by creat-091

ing narrative games. In addition to create textual092

elements (like dialogues between characters and093

game messages), users must select logical connec-094

tors (and/or/end of game/scene change) to set game095

flow according to user actions (like clicking on096

characters, objects, items, and so on). In this way,097

it is possible for the same game to result in different098

stories that vary according to the user’s actions, as099

each action can lead to a different path. For exam-100

ple, the student may create a question dialog that101

is associated with two possible answers, and each102

answer redirects the user to a different scene. It103

is possible to assign points as a reward when the104

correct answer is selected. Also, games can be asso-105

ciated with different pedagogical tracks that define,106

for example, the theme that must be explored by107

the student in the narrative game. Figure 1 illus-108

trates an overview of the entire scope of the project.109

Figure 1: Representation of the entire scope of the
project environment.

110

As can be seen in the AI Analysis group depicted111

in Figure 1, our methods detect problems from six112

primary categories (Spelling, Punctuation, Word113

Capitalization, Agreement, Cohesion, Coherence).114

These categories further branch into specific subcat- 115

egories, each undergoing tailored treatments that 116

account for linguistic and technological aspects, as 117

described below. Initially, the problems are cate- 118

gorized by considering general mistakes and chal- 119

lenges associated with the structure of words and 120

sentences when writing, particularly in the context 121

of elementary school proficiency, as described in 122

Section 1. For future work, we intend to refine 123

our methods for different scenarios, depending on 124

specific grade levels of elementary school. 125

Textual Analysis – Spelling and Grammar: 126

The textual analysis related to spelling and gram- 127

mar combines a set of strategies: Levenshtein (Yu- 128

jian and Bo, 2007) algorithm, lexicon and auxiliary 129

lists, phonetic patterns, Large Language Models 130

(LLMs) for analyzing suggestions probability, Part- 131

of-speech tagging (POS-tag) and Named Entity 132

Recognition (NER) (Marrero et al., 2013) tech- 133

niques, and a set of predefined rules. The Leven- 134

shtein algorithm and a lexicon resource (based on 135

BRispell2) are used to find potential suggestions 136

for misspelled words. In this step, a set of phonetic 137

patterns is also considered. In cases where there 138

are many suggestions for a given misspelled word 139

(many lexicon words at the same Levenshtein dis- 140

tance), we use the BERTimbau (Souza et al., 2020) 141

model to select the most likely word to be sug- 142

gested in the given sentence context. We also save 143

in the database the occurrence of offensive terms3 144

and informal language, such as slangs, presented in 145

the text. A list containing popular foreign words is 146

used to prevent them from being recognized as lan- 147

guage errors. We also use a list of names combined 148

with POS-tag and NER models to identify charac- 149

ters’ names and avoid recognizing them as errors, 150

although they are not listed in the lexicon. Also, 151

this process is important to detect capitalization 152

and punctuation errors. Punctuation error detection 153

also uses predefined rules. One example of that is 154

the comma vocative error, when there is no comma 155

in a dialogue that is started by a greeting and is 156

followed by a proper noun (e.g.: “Oi Maria” which 157

corresponds to “Hi Maria” in English). SpaCy li- 158

brary4 and LanguageTool rules (Mozgovoy, 2011) 159

are adopted to support part of this process. Verbal 160

and nominal agreement errors are captured by com- 161

bining predefined rules with a dependency parser 162

2https://www.ime.usp.br/~ueda/br.ispell/
3Additionally, these terms are replaced by special charac-

ters so that they are hidden from the game.
4https://spacy.io/
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and morphological features analysis.163

Textual Analysis – Cohesion and Coherence:164

Conjunctions are very important elements of cohe-165

sion in textual construction as they help to chain166

ideas together. To look for cohesion problems, we167

use the BERTimbau model to identify potential168

incorrect uses of conjunctions according to con-169

text. Next, the total number of correct uses of170

conjunctions is counted and divided by the total171

number of words, as this metric can be helpful to172

evaluate textual cohesion (Leal et al., 2023). To173

evaluate game coherence, we intend to measure174

two aspects: (i) game graph analysis: development175

of an algorithm that runs through the game graph176

and searches for paths that do not lead to other177

scenes and, consequently, to the end of the game;178

and (ii) alignment of game theme with the track179

that it is associated when this is the case. We are in-180

vestigating strategies like Topic Modeling (Kherwa181

and Bansal, 2019), Topic Extraction (Campos et al.,182

2020), Embeddings, and LLMs to check whether183

the game textual content fits to the track theme.184

All strategies and technologies used for textual185

analysis are incorporated into the platform follow-186

ing a review and development procedure that con-187

sists of: I) checking whether the strategy provides188

solutions for BP, II) checking whether the primary189

purpose of the strategy aligns with the requirements190

of our textual analysis context, III) aligning which191

part of the strategy scope in our textual analysis192

pipeline, IV) validating the potential results and193

output possibilities from the analysis in collabo-194

ration with the pedagogical team, V) refining the195

output considering linguistic gaps from the strategy196

identified in the validation stage, VI) implement-197

ing pre- and post-processing to align the input and198

output required for our textual analysis scope, VII)199

testing the final method with existing games and200

new sentences representing diverse usage scenar-201

ios. Additional linguistic rules can be mapped by202

the pedagogical team in the fourth step, in addition203

to ensuring that the method accurately analyzes204

and provides correct data regarding the problem205

categories listed previously.206

Pedagogical Interventions: Textual interven-207

tions can be viewed as tips to guide students in208

the correction of their errors, such as the example209

illustrated in Figure 2. Instead of automatically cor-210

recting the text, a set of sequential tips is presented211

to the students as an opportunity to think about212

their mistakes and correct them. This set of inter-213

ventions is created in advance based on each error214

subcategory detected in the AI Analysis and repre- 215

sents part of the output shown in the Game Editor 216

(depicted in Figure 1 by the arrow named “Returns 217

analysis” going from the AI Analysis to the Game 218

Editor). In each case, the pedagogical team formu- 219

lates a systematic series of recommendations that 220

aims to reach the solution related to the detected 221

error step-by-step. The suggestions encompass ex- 222

amples of both correct and incorrect sentences or 223

guides on locating the spelling errors and present- 224

ing alternatives for their resolution. In general, 225

interventions are organized into three levels that 226

differ according to their specificity and have dy- 227

namic fields for displaying the word/sentence with 228

the error detected and for the student to rewrite it 229

based on the recommendations. For example, the 230

third and last intervention can be the presentation 231

of the most likely suggestion. Students can agree 232

with the suggestion or ignore it. 233

As previously stated, the suggestions strictly con- 234

cern the structural aspects of writing words and sen- 235

tences that relate to the challenges of elementary 236

school proficiency mentioned in Section 1. Refin- 237

ing these suggestions is within the scope of future 238

work, considering different interactions with the 239

students on the platform according to elementary 240

school grades. 241

Figure 2: Spelling error - First pedagogical intervention.

Reports: Reports are generated based on the 242

errors stored in the SQL database. An overall sum- 243

mary of the learning process of students and classes 244

is exhibited, taking into account three topics: (i) 245

errors distribution by category in a given period; 246

(ii) most popular errors by category in a given pe- 247

riod; (iii) total of correct words divided by the total 248

number of words in two different periods of time 249

to capture students/classes progress. An example 250

of an available report is exhibited in Figure 3. 251
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Figure 3: Error distribution by category - Pie chart

The FazGame platform integrates a Rails appli-252

cation with the Unity game editor, which in turn253

connects to NLP and AI-based modules that were254

implemented in Python and are made available255

through AWS Lambda functions. All communi-256

cation is done through APIs.257

3 Tool Demonstration258

The FazGame platform can be accessed online259

through access logins. We intend to demonstrate260

its functionalities by giving access to the audience261

so that they can create narrative games and see the262

pedagogical interventions based on NLP and AI263

that are displayed to users after textual analysis.264

Furthermore, the audience will be able to access265

reports generated based on the detection of errors266

in BP language. We also intend to make test pages267

available so that users can test features related to268

NLP and AI modules that are not yet integrated269

into the game editor.270
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